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GAME SETUP 

1. Draw 52 good cubes at random and place them in Goods Display only for Starting Cities, 
proceeding by rows from left to right. 

2. Place 3 good cubes randomly drawn in Pittsburgh and Wheeling, then place 2 good cubes 
randomly drawn in any other City on the board. 

3. Each player places one of his counters in Engine Track (1 link), Income Track (0), Issued 
Shares Track (2 Shares) and gets $10 from the bank. 

4. Each player rolls 3D6 to determine first turn order of play, showing positions with their 
counters on the Player Order Track. 

 

GAME TURNS 

1. Issue shares. In turn order, each player receives $5 for each share he issues, 
moving his counter in Issued Shares Track. There is no limit to how many 
shares a player can issue in a single turn (maximum 15 in the whole game). 

2. Determine player order. Player order is auctioned in turn order, with 
minimum bid $1. Each player must bid higher or leave the auction taking the 
last position available with his counter in Player Order Track. A player can use 
his “Turn Order” action to pass once without leaving the auction. First two 
players pay the whole bid, the last one pays nothing, others pay half their bids. 

3. Select actions.  In turn order, each player chooses one action (see back) and 
places one of his counters in the appropriate Selected Actions box. 

4. Build track. The player with “First Build” action goes first, then others in turn 
order. Each player builds or replaces up to 3 tiles, or up to 4 if he choose the 
“Engineer” action. The player with “Urbanization” action places one new city in 
play before building in his turn. Unfinished Tracks from the last turn lose 
ownership if not prosecuted now. See back for building costs. 

5. Move goods / train upgrades. Two rounds, in each round the player with 
“First Move” action goes first, then others in turn order. In each round a player 
move one good cube along Completed Links, delivering it in the first city of the 
same color. Delivery increases Income Track by an amount equal to the 
number of links the good has been moved. If a good moves using links owned 
by other players, these gain Income for their links. A good can move up to the 
number of links showed by that player’s counter in Engine Track. A player can 
forfeit one round of move to increase his Engine Track value by one space. 

6. Collect income. Players get money equal to their Income Track value. 
7. Pay expenses. Cash is used first, any difference reduces Income Track and if 

this goes below zero, the player is out of the game. See back for expenses. 
8. Income reduction. Player counters above the 10 space in Income Track  are 

moved back depending on the Income Reduction value listed for their position. 
9. Goods growth. First, the player with “Production” action places 2 randomly 

drawn goods in empty spaces on the Goods Display. Roll as many D6 as the 
number of players for eastern and western cities, placing new goods as 
indicated by their results, top to bottom, including new cities in play. 

10. Advance turn marker. If the game has ended, players score Victory Points. 

  

 

ACTIONS 

• First Move. This player moves first in both rounds of the move goods phase, 
then others proceed in turn order. 

• First Build. This player builds first during the build track phase, then others 
proceed in turn order. 

• Engineer. This player can build or replace up to 4 tiles instead of 3, during his 
build track phase. 

• Locomotive. This player immediately advances his Engine Track counter by 
one space and can move goods one more link from now on. 

• Urbanization. During his build track phase, before building or replacing tiles, 
this player places a new city in play, in the same space where a town was 
before. Any previous tile in the same space is removed. 

• Production. Before any dice is rolled in the goods growth phase, this player 
draws 2 goods at random and places them in any two empty spaces of the 
Goods Display (only one good per space). 

• Turn Order. During the determine player order phase, this player can pass 
once in order to stay in the auction without offering money. 

 
BUILDING COSTS 

Map hex New tile Replacing tiles 

Normal $2 

River $3 

Mountain $4 

$2 or $3* 
* $3 only for Complex Tiles with  

rail intersection (bridge) 

Town $1 + $1 per link $3 

 
EXPENSES 

Source Amount 

Issued shares $1 per Issued Shares Track value 

Train upgrades $1 per Engine Track counter value 

 
VICTORY POINTS 

Item Victory Points 

Income +3 per Income Track value 

Railways +1 per each tile in Completed Railroads 

Issued shares -3 per Issued Shares Track value 
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